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New in paperback

Why Preserve Natural Variety?
Bryan G. Norton

IIA valuable and unique contribution both to environmental ethics
and public policy analysis of the preservation of species question.
Norton provides a critical overview of the range of thought on the
issue, presents a new and comprehensive rationale for preservation of
both species and ecosystems, and addresses policy issues."-Choice
Studies in Moral, Political, andLegal PhIlosophy, Marshall Cohen, Editor
Now in paper: $13.95ISBNQ-691-Q2S07-X

AT YOUR BOOKSTORE OR

Princeton University Press
41 Wll..LIAM ST.• PRINCElON, NJ 08540. (609) 258-4900
ORDERS: 800-PRS-ISBN \ii7-4726)

A World Ruled by Number
WilliaIll Stanley Jevons and the Rise

of Mathematical Economics
Margaret Schabas

Ifany single characteristic differentiates current, neoclassical econom
ics from the classical economics of Adam Smith and David Ricardo, it is
the use of mathematics. Pointing to the critical role of William Stanley
[evons (1835-1882), Margaret Schabas demonstrates that the advent of
mathematical economics in late Victorian England resulted more from
new currents in logic and the philosophy of science than from problems
specific to classical economic theory.

"This is an absolutely first-rate book---eareful, judicious, and
persuasive••• I think that both historians of science and intellectual
historians will find it an extremely valuable window into the history
of economics."-Craufurd D. Goodwin, Duke University
Ooth: $29.95ISBN0-691-08543-9 <: ; \ \' •
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CHICAGO SCIENCE AND RELATIVISM
Some Key Controoersies in the
Philosophy of Science
Larry Laudan
Laudan's fictional dialogue among a realist,
a positivist, a pragmatist, and a relativist is
a trenchant critique of cognitive relativism
and a thorough introduction to major issues
in the philosophy of knowledge. Advancing
his own pragmatist view, Laudan shows how
to grapple with the complexities of
conceptual change without assuming that
different perspectives fashion their own
realities.

"Laudan's trenchant and witty dialogue
will not close controversies about the merits
of relativism, but will be of great value to
seasoned scholars and beginning students in
focusing the issues. Some readers are likely
to be surprised, others challenged, yet
others enraged. With luck, many will be
moved to continue the debate. "-Philip
Kircher, University of California at San Diego
Paper $12.95 194 pages
Library cloth edition $32.00
Science and Its Conceptual Foundations
series

THE HIGHLANDS CONTROVERSY
Constructing Geological Knowledge through
Fieldwork in Nineteenth,century Britain
David R. Oldroyd
The Highlands controversy was the third
and last major dispute in nineteenth,
century British geology. Oldroyd provides a
detailed analysis of how theory, empirical
findings, and social factors interacted in the
formation of new geological knowledge.
Paper $29.95 528 pages
8 color plates, 25 halftones,
43 line drawings
Library cloth edition $65.00
Science and Its Conceptual Foundations
series

THE RHETORICAL TURN
Invention and Persuasion in
the Conduct of Inquiry
Edited by Herbert W. Simons
These essays explore the art of rhetoric in
the academy, providing impressive evidence
that the new movement referred to as the
rhetorical tum offers a rigorous way to look
within and across the disciplines. Topics
explored include how rhetorical invention
guides scientific invention, how rhetoric
assists political judgment, and how it
integrates varying approaches to
meta, theory.
Paper $15.95 400 pages
Library cloth edition $45.00
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INTELLECTUAL MASTERY
OF NATURE
Theoretical Physics from Ohm to Einstein
Volume 1: The Torch of Mathematics,
1800-1870
Volume 2: The Now Mighty Theoretical
Physics, 1870-1925
Christa Jungnickel and
Russell McCormmach
"The scope of the work and its intricate
melding of theory, experiment, and
working environment combine to
produce something very like a biography
of [German physics].... These volumes
are among the finest works produced by
historians of physics. "-Jed Z. Buchwald,
Isis
Volume 1 Paper $17.95
384 pages 1 map
Volume 2 Paper $19.95
456 pages 36 halftones, 1 map
WinneT ofthe PfiteTAwaTd ofthe
History ofScience Society

SCIENCE AS A PROCESS
An Evolutionary Accountof the Social and
Conceptual Development of Science
David L. Hull
"I have been doing philosophy of science
now for twenty-five years, and whilst I
would never have claimed that I knew
everything, I felt that I had a really good
handle on the nature of science. Again
and again, Hull was able to show me just
how incomplete my understanding
was."-Michael Ruse, Biology and
Philosophy
Paper $19.95 602 pages
8 halftones, 19 figures, 11 tables
Scienceand Its Conceptual Foundations
series

THE LOGIC OF DECISION
Second Edition
Richard C. Jeffrey
"Here is a book, written at a relatively
elementary level-it could easily be used
as an undergraduate textbook-which
not only lays out an up-to-date outline of
the subjectivistic theory of probability,
utility, and choice, but makes significant
advances in that theory."-Henry E.
Kvburg, [r., Philosophical Review
Paper $14.95 246 pages

Now in paper

PRINCIPLES OF GEOLOGY
First Edition, Volume I
Charles Lyell
With a new Introduction by
Martin]. S. Rudwick

- "Uniformitarianism, a central tenet of
Lyell's approach, is deeply ingrained in
much of modem science, and Lyell's
methods and views were central in
stimulating Darwin's thinking as he
developed the theory of evolution.
... Instructive and stimulating."
-Bruce H. Tiffney
Paper $17.95 576 pages
Library cloth edition $39.95
Frontispiece, 2 plates, 33 line drawings
Net1er before published
in paperback

University of Chicago Press
5801 South Ellis Avenue
Chicago, IL 60637
At bookstores, or call: 1..800..621..2736.
In Illinois: 312..568..1550
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.Thought Provoking Books
PERSUADING SCIENCE
TheArt ofScientific Rhetoric
Marcello Pera andWilliam R Shea,editors

PERSUADING-ONESELF AS WELL AS OTHERS-IS ONE OFTHE MAIN
aims ofscience, andthe techniques ofpersuasion usedbyscientists
areas numerous andasvaried as thefields ofscientific investigation
themselves. Themeaning ofa theory andthe significance ofan
experiment depend onthe larger context ofwords andideas inwhich
theyare imbedded, andfrom which theyaremade to spring, orfrom
which theyrefuse to riseandremain burdened andburied. Scientific
discourse is neither the straightforward decoding ofreality, northe
passive transmission ofinformation, butaconstant activity of
selecting, defining andtransforming words tocommunicate effec
tively: itmustbeseeninrelation tothe situation ofscientists and
theiraudience, andit involves anawareness ofthe usesandabuses of
language ina given group, at a given time, andina specific set of
circumstances. Theoriginal andincisive essays inthisbook examine
the role ofscientific rhetoric from thevantage point ofhistorical
epistemology andinthe writings ofthe pioneers ofscientific prose.
Scientific discourse, asweknow andpractice it,was fashioned inthe
seventeenth century bytwo orthreegenerations ofbrilliant minds
whose eponyms are Bacon, Galileo, Descartes andNewton. Their
achievements andtheirlimitations asmen ofpersuasion areexplored
anddiscussed. They arealso contrasted with more recent writings
where new anddaring metaphors arecalled into play.

THE CONTRIBUTORS: Philip Kitcher, Marcello Pera, Ernan McMullin,
Paolo Rossi, Dudley Shapere, Richard Westfall, William Shea, Peter
Machamer, Maurizio Mamiani, andGerald Holton.
Detailed contents are available upon request.
1991 approx.28Dpp. clothbound ().88135-()71-o $39.95 (prepub)

SCIENCE HISTORY PUBLICATIONS/USA
division

Watson Publishing International

Box 493, Canton, MA 02021 / Tel. 617 828-8450 Fax. 617828-8915
MasterCard and Visaaccepted
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SOLOMON'S HOUSE REvISITED
The Organization andInstitutionalization ofScience
Tore Frangsmyr, editor

SCIENCE ISNOT ONLY AMAlTER OFGREAT THEORIES AND DARING
thinking. It isalso about organization and practical work. The
scientist hasseldom been inanivory tower; onthecontrary, hehas
been dependent onthesociety around him. Today more than ever,
the scientist ispartofanorganization, either ina small laboratory or
aspartofa network ina bigproject This book, the 75m NOBEL
SYMPOSIUM, examines six aspects of
thesubject

ABBREVIATED CONTENTS:
TheRole oftheAcademies intheGrowth
ofScience (Roger Hahn, Michael Hunter,
Gunnar Eriksson) Universities vis-a-vis
FreeAssociations (Matti Klinge, ].B.
Morell, Giuliano PancaldiJ TheState,
the Church, and Secret Societies (B.]. T.
Dobbs, Lorraine Daston, lnge lonsson)
TheLaboratory and theWorkshop:
Science and Industrialism (Eda
Kranakis, Svante Lindqvist, Hans-Werner
Schutt) Driving Forces behind Science: Prizes, Evaluation Systems,
Career (Robert Marc Friedman, David Edge, Aant ElzingaJ National
or International: TheRole ofBig Science (Elisabeth Crawford, john
Krige, Gosta Ekspong) Concluding Discussions (Paolo Galluzzi,
Mary Jo Nye,J. L. HeilbronJ

1990 368PP. clothbound o-B8135{)66-4 $49.95

CREATIVI1Y IN TIlE ARTS AND SCIENCE
William R Shea and Antonio Spadafora, editors

llIE PAPERS INTHIS VOLUME ARE GROUPED AROUND THREE MAIN
themes: TheDepths ofMemory and thePlay ofWords (Paolo Rossi,
Paolo Casini, and Douglas R. Hotstadter), Leonardo, Raphael, and the
Design ofInstruments (Samuel 1': Edgerton, Paolo Galluzzi, and
Paolo Brenni), and TheChallenge ofInterpreting Creativity (Paul K
Feyerabend, Francesco Lerda, Marina Giaveri, and Simon Lantieri) .
A Locamo International Conference on Science and Society.

1990 196PP. clothboundand illustrated 0-88135-064-8 $29.95
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Particles and Waves
PETERACHINSTEIN, TheJohns Hopkins University
Bringing together eleven essays by the distinguished philosopher of science
Peter Achinstein, this volume assesses the philosophical validity of both
nineteenth-century and modern answers to questions about unobserv
ables, and presents and defends Achinstein's own solutions.
1990 304 pp. cloth $45.00 paper $19.95

Realism in Mathematics
PENELOPE MADDY, University ofCalifornia, Irvine
Offering a scrupulously fair treatment of both mathematical and philo
sophical concerns, Maddy here delineates and defends a novel version
of mathematical realism. She answers the traditional questions and poses a
challenging new one, refocusing philosophical attention on the pressing
foundational issues of contemporary mathematics.
1990 216 pp. $39.95

Constructibility and Mathematical Existence
CHARLES s. CHIHARA, UniversityofCalifornia, Berkeley
Chihara here develops a mathematical system in which there are no
existence assertions but only assertions of the constructibility of certain
sorts of things. He utilizes this system in the analysis of the nature of
mathematics, and discusses many recent works in the philosophy of
mathematics from the viewpoint of the constructibility theory.
1990 304 pp. $39.95

Science and Reason
HENRY E. KYBURG, Jr., UniversityofRochester
"There is a wealth of very interesting material in this book. The develop
ment and application of Kyburg's ideas on probability and inference in the
context of a range of problems... should gaIn the respectful attention of
the philosophy of science community." - Lawrence Sklar, Universityof
Michigan The main structure of the book consists of a presentation of
Kyburg's notions of epistemic probability and its use in the scientific
enterprise i.e., the effort to modify previously adopted beliefs in the light
of experience.
1990 304 pp. $35.00

Newin paperback
The Metaphysics of Quantum Theory
HENRY KRIPS, UniversityofMelbourne
"The writing is admirably clear....A careful reading should be able to
bring the relatively uninitiated right up to the cutting edge of research in
philosophy of quantum physics." - International Journal cifPhilosophy
This book outlines the contours of the debate between Bohr's "orthodox"
and Einstein's "realist" explanation of quantum theory, presenting a
revised interpretation that resolves most of the paradoxes associated with
quantum theory.
1988(paper 1990) 272pp. paper$19.95 cloth$55.00

Prices aresubject tochange andapplyonly in theU.S. Toorder, sendcheck or
moneyorder to:Humanities and Social Science Marketing Department

To order by phone using major credit cards please call
(212)679-7300,ext. 7106

Oxford University Press
200 Madison Avenue> New York, NY 10016
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N ew from Cornell
Berkeley's Revolution in Vision
By MARGARET ATHERTON. Berkeley's Essay towards a New Theory of Vision
(1709) revolutionized the theory of vision. It has not always been read as a landmark
in the history of scientific thought, but instead as a halfway house to Berkeley's later
metaphysics. Atherton seeks to redress the balance through a commentary on and a
reinterpretation of Berkeley's New Theory. $29.95

Knowledge and Power
Toward a Political Philosophy of Science
By JOSEPH ROUSE. New in paper! "This is an original contribution to the philosophy
of science which presents an extremely stimulating nest of arguments for a provoca
tive and original perspective on the practice of science."-The Philosophical Review.
$10.95 paper, $29.95 cloth

Machines as the Measure of Men
Science, Technology, and Ideologies of Western Dominance
By MICHAEL ADAS. New in paper! "Provocative and fascinating .... One leaves
Machines as the Measure of Men persuaded by its essential analysis: that mastery of
nature lay at the heart of Europe's comparison of itself with others .... The book is
wonderfully informative and nuanced. It will alter the debate about the history of
Europe's relationship to the rest of the world."-New York Times Book Review.
$14.95 paper, $34.95 cloth

Chaos Bound
Orderly Disorder in Contemporary Literature and Science
By N. KATHERINE HAYLES. Hayles investigates parallels between contemporary
literature and critical theory and the emerging interdisciplinary field known as the
science of chaos. $12.95 paper, $35.95 cloth

Theology in the Age of Scientific Reasoning
By NANCEY MURPHY. "A highly original book. Murphy carries out her project with
an unusual combination of theological, philosophical, and historical skills."-Ian
Barbour, author of Myths, Models, and Paradigms. By showing that theological
reasoning is similar to scientific reasoning as described by contemporary philosophy
of science, Murphy asserts that Christian belief is a rational act. Cornell Studies in
the Philosophy of Religion. $26.95

Aristotle Transformed
The Ancient Commentators and Their Influence
Edited by RICHARD SORABJI. Sorabji has collected here twenty-one essays-a
number of them previously unpublished-on the transmission of Aristotelian
philosophy through the works of ancient Greek commentators. $65.00

Frege in Perspective
By JOAN WEINER. "A remarkable and important book. It presents a revolutionary
account of Frege's project which I believe will transform our understanding of Frege,
and so of the origins of analytic philosophy."-Robert Brandom, University of
Pittsburgh. $32.50

Cornell University Press
124 Roberts Place, Ithaca, NY 14850
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Resolving the
MIND-BODY conflict

Thomas S. Kuhn's The Structure of Scientific Revolutions is
without a doubt a breakthrough in the philosophy of science. It
reveals very clearly the influence of nonrational procedures in
science and shows how these ideas should logically be extended
to the area of human knowledge most open to irrationality: the
social and behavioral sciences. Using Kuhn's concepts, one can
show that these are in fact "immature sciences", that is to say
still at a pre-paradigm stage: chaos reigns, crisis is acute and
anomalies rampant. As Capra states in The Turning Point, "We
need a new vision of reality."

The Glasshouse Institute is proposing precisely such a vision
in the form of a first paradigm of human behavior based on
epistemological concepts, Merleau-Ponty's Philosophy of the
Body, and Freud's insights into sexuality. In this paradigm, which
places emphasis on the epistemological relationship between
mind and body, the exposed sexuality of the human male proves
to be a crucial issue in need of scientific investigation. Why?

To grasp the relevance of the male's situation, one need only
ask whether men are in any way influenced by a feeling of being
exposed or by their inability to completely control their sexuality.
There is ample evidence that the mind-body conflict can reach
dangerous levels in the male. It has also become common
knowledge that scientific research, historically dominated by
men, is also susceptible to this conflict; some male related issues
that trigger deep feelings of shame in men have been completely
Ignored in research.

The Glasshouse Institute offers an introductory package for
theorists interested in a new vision of the social sciences, based
on a paradigm which provides causal explanations of behavior
in an innovative way. This informative, simply presented package
is essential to the understanding of this new paradigm and is
accessible to the layperson. The information it contains is
proving useful in resolving critical social issues threatening the
well-being of humanity, such as AIDS, sexual abuse, aggression,
and suicide.

To order the information package, which contains an audio-cassette and
a series of articles, please send $35. US to:

l1lASSHCJUSE lnSTlTUTE
RO. Box 8041, Stn. uT"
Ottawa, Ontario
K1G 3H6 Canada

• This priee is subject to ehange.
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The definitive introductio:n to
philosophical problems of
scientific explanation.
$14.95 paper

Scientific Theories
C. WADE SAVAGE, ed.

Fifteen distinguished scholars
assess the current status of
philosophical thought~iDn the

~~~[~~~~~~!€;i~lilr:::~~III!;~:~:;il!III!!;(:!::II:lli::::IIIII;:::':!IIII;:;::::';!::::
Physics as Metaphor
ROGER S. JONES

A thought-provoking .::tr:{/

~:~~~~~oj,~::it;h~~'''~J~il~~;;;;lllr::;I;!li::·/;;;i!!1I!/";!I!!::':
~:~:~:: ;:::;:::. '.:::::::::::::::.:., :::-:-:. ::::-:-: ::::::::.,

Science and Its Fab(lbation
ALAN CHALMERS

Advances a defense of the
'.:.:.'

';i!ll!i!!i!f~t~t~',I!:::;:I~,i:I~lil!~:!;:;:!!!:::;~:;:::;::::::!lllli:::~'::!!!I!i:
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA PRESS

2037 University Ave., S. E., Minneapolis 554"4
1-800-388-3863, ext. 43
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An Armchair Philosopher
THE MAGIC OF NUMBERS AND MOTION
Rene Descartes' Scientific Career
William R Shea

DESCARTES ISOFIEN DESCRIBED AS
the leading rationalist ofthe
seventeenth century, an armchair A\ .. ..1v
philosopher who believed thathis F \~ ..-

metaphysics contained alltheprinciples ofphysics, and ..~...... ."
thatphysics was nothing butgeometry. Such a simple .
characterization hardly does justice toa leading figure oftheScientific
Revolution andconveys buta poor idea ofthefascinating andcomplex way
thathisphilosophy andhisscience interacted. This book provides abroader and
fuller picture ofa man ofgenius who lived inanagewhen a scholar could takethe
whole ofknowledge for hisprovince. Inchapters oneandtwo, wefollow
Descartes from his early training inaJesuit College inFrance to the Netherlands
where he enlisted inthearmy andwas rescued from theboredom ofbarrack-life
byIsaac Beechman, who stimulated hisinterest inmathematics, music, the law
offree fall andproblems inhydrostatics. Inchapter three, weseehow Descartes
was launched onhis reform ofgeometry bythebrilliant discovery ofa mathemati
caldevice thatenabled him tofind mean proportionals andtrace outcurves of
increasing complexity. Chapter four discusses Descartes' attempt to extend the
empire ofmathematics tomusical consonance. Chapter five reveals thatDescartes
was notalways clad intheshining armour ofrationality, andthathe was interested
in theRosicrucian movement at the time he experienced hiscelebrated dream
in 1619. Chapter sixoutlines Descartes' quest for a method based onclear and
distinct intellectual perception, andhisconception ofthe role ofthe natural
philosopher as seeking proportional relations among fundamental magnitudes.
Chapter seven tells ofhisspectacular discovery ofthelaw ofrefraction, and
chapter eight shows how Descartes used hismetaphysics toground hisphysics.
Chapter nine recounts his triumphal explanation ofthe rainbow, andchapter ten
outlines hisachievements inoptics. Chapters eleven and twelve describe the
genesis andproperties ofhis new world, anddiscuss therole ofhislaws ofmotion
andhis rules ofimpact. Thefinal chapter discloses theshock thatDescartes
experienced when heheard ofGalileo's condemnation in1633, andhow he found
a way ofpublishing hisideas without incurring a similar fate. Theconclusion
draws attention tothe tension between Descartes' methodological ideal andhis
actual scientific procedure, and the appendix offers a useful chronology of
Descartes' life and work.
1991 416pp. clothbound and illustrated 0-88135-098-2 $54.95 (prepub)

SCIENCE HISTORY PUBLICATIONS/USA
division

Watson Publishing International

Box493, Canton, MA 02021 / Tel. 617828-8450 Fax. 617828-8915
MasterCard and Visaaccepted
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NEW" FROM CALIFORNIA

Dear Carnap,
Dear Van
The Quine-Carnap
Correspondence and
Related Work
w.v.QUINE & RUDOlF CARNAP
Edited, with an Introduction
by Richard Creath
Rudolf Carnap and W. V. Quine
corresponded at length-and over
a long period of time-on matters
personal, professional, and
philosophical. Their letters are
presented here, in full, for the first
time. $34.95

Standing on the
Shoulders of Giants
A Longer View of
Newton and Halley
Edited by
NORMANJ. W. THROWER
In thisbook, eighteen distinguished
scholars, including astronomers,
physicists, philosophers, and
historians of science from several
countries, present new material
and fresh interpretations of
familiar topics, all considered from
humanistic and philosophical
perspectives. $39.95

At bookstores or order toll-tree I-HOO-H22-6657. Visa/!vlasterCard only.

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA PRESS
BERKEI..EY 94720
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The Rhetoric of
Science
Alan G. Gross
In this boldly innovative book, Alan
Gross applies the principles of rhetoric
to the interpretation of classical and
contemporary scientific texts to show
how they persuade both author and
audience. This is an invigorating con
sideration of the ways in which scien
tists- from Copernicus to Darwi n to
Newton to James Watson- establish
authority and convince each other
and us of the truth they describe.
Gross's perspective may very well
lead to a remodeling of our under
standing of science and its place in
society.
$29.95 cloth

Genethics
The Clash between the
New Genetics and
Human Values
Revised and Updated Edition
David Suzuki and
Peter Knudtson
"An excellent bridge between the
science of genetics and public policy,
between empirical science and ethics,
and between how we think about
genes and how we think about
persons. The authors take a
significant leap forward in making
scientific concepts accessible to a
wider audience ... I found the book
provocative, informative and satisfying
[and] its balance is felt throughout."

-Sheldon Krimsky, Tufts University
$12.95 paper

The Descent of Icarus
Science and the
Transformation of
Contemporary Democracy
Yaron Ezrahi
"Ezrahi has achieved a beautifully
textured political, sociological, and
rhetorical analysis of the complex
interplay between an evolving science
and associated technology on the one
hand and changing political institutions,
consciousness, and action, on the
other... A major intellectual accomplish
ment... No other work so fully and
deeply explicates the changing role of
science and technology in modern
liberal-democratic politics."

-Robert K. Merton,
Columbia University

$35.00 cloth

Sustaining the Earth
John Young
John Young assesses the history of the
environmental movement and makes a
call to arms for an alternative attack
on the problems. He maintains that
only a powerful synthesis of political,
economic, and moral ideologies- a
unification he terms postenvironmental
ism- will move world societies into a
relation to the environment that
maintains the best democratic values.
He describes many of the movements
that have appeared over the last three
decades-realos, reds, greens, left
and right ecologists, ecofeminists,
humanists, and pragmatists-and
offers in a thoughtful and undogmatic
manner, an alternative perspective.
$19.95 cloth
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